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As well as our in-house experts, we also look forward to welcoming external 
speakers, Craig Luttman, Regional Managing Director, L&Q; Tim Willcocks, 
Executive Director of Development, RHP, Andy Garrett, Director, at Savills 
and David Moulton, Managing Director at Eris Media.

I hope you can join us for what should be a very interesting event and I look 
forward to meeting many of you at the drinks reception afterwards.

For further information please contact: 
Kary Withers 
Social housing sector leader 
0345 209 1469 
kary.withers@clarkewillmott.com

In her speech at the Conservative Party annual conference Theresa May 
acknowledged that despite the additional £2 billion announced last year for 
affordable housing, there are still not enough new homes being built to meet 
demand. Whilst the £9 billion Affordable Housing Programme has been 
opened-up to councils to encourage them to play their part, she used her 
speech to announce the scrapping of the government cap on how much 
councils can borrow against their Housing Revenue Account assets to fund 
new developments. This is to be welcomed of course, but as always the 
devil will be in the detail and we will have to wait and see how effective it is, 
and the contribution it makes to solving the housing crisis.

Universal Credit continues to be one of the biggest talking points. Amidst 
the reports of increasing homelessness and use of foodbanks, the cross-
party Commons work and pensions committee has called for the Universal 
Credit rollout to be put on hold until the DWP introduces measures to 
prevent claimants being driven into debt.

Our London Housing conference takes place on Thursday 8 November at 
Church House, Westminster. If you haven’t yet booked your place, we have 
a few places remaining – click here. 

The theme of the conference is ‘solutions not barriers to housing’ and our 
packed agenda will cover topics including the Green Paper, Post-Grenfell – 
a construction perspective, modular housing, getting residents connected 
(broadband), the essentials of TUPE, a housing management update and 
the government’s proposals to change leaseholds.

Dates for your diary
  8 November Social Housing Conference, London

14 November Housing Management seminar, Southampton

15 November Housing Management seminar, Manchester

22 November Housing Management seminar, Bristol

28 November Housing Management seminar, London

For more details, please email events@clarkewillmott.com

mailto:kary.withers%40clarkewillmott.com?subject=
https://www.clarkewillmott.com/events/london-social-housing-conference-2018/
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On 18 July 2018 the Mayor of London made good his intention 
set out in the ‘Better Homes for Local People – the Mayor’s 
Good Practice Guide to Estate Regeneration’ (February 2018) 
and introduced a ‘ballot for grant’ criteria for estate regeneration 
projects which benefit from funding from the Greater London 
Authority (GLA). 

Criteria for ballots

The ‘ballot for grant’ requirements are set out in a new chapter of the 
GLA’s Capital Funding Guide.  The Guide provides that a ballot of existing 
residents of strategic estate regeneration projects benefitting from GLA 
funding must be undertaken where:

• There is demolition of existing affordable or leasehold homes and/or any 
freehold properties previously acquired under the right to buy/acquire or 
Social HomeBuy schemes, and

• The construction of at least 150 new homes (regardless of tenure) within 
the boundaries of an existing social housing estate. 

Eligibility

Ballots are open to all residents aged 16 and over, who live on an existing 
social housing estate and who meet one of the following criteria:

• Social tenants who are named as a tenant on a tenancy agreement on 
the date of the Landlord’s Offer;

• Resident leaseholders or freeholders who have been living in their 
properties as their principal home for at least one year before the date that 
of the Landlord’s Offer; 

• Any resident whose principal home is on the estate and who has been on 
the local housing authority’s register for at least one year prior to the date of 
the Landlord’s Offer. 

Residents living in temporary accommodation and private rented tenants 
are not eligible to vote (unless they have been on the local housing authority 
housing register for more than a year at the date of the Landlord’s Offer).

The ballot should be carried out by an independent body; a simple majority 
must be achieved, there is no minimum threshold for turnout.

Landlord’s Offer

Eligible voters are asked to vote on the ‘Landlord Offer’. Landlord or 
Resident Offers are a familiar concept in regeneration projects – setting out 
details of the proposed scheme and compensation available. Under the 
GLA’s Funding Guide, a Landlord’s Offer must as a minimum set out:

• The broad vision, priorities and objectives of the proposed scheme 
including estimated new homes and mix of tenures;

• Details of the full right to return or remain for social tenants;

• The offer for leaseholders and freeholders, and 

• Commitment to ongoing open and transparent consultation. 

The question to be put to residents in the ballot and the timing of the ballot 
must be included in the Landlord’s Offer. 

Timing for Ballots

A ballot should be held before the landlord:

• Appoints a development partner to redevelop the estate;

• Finalises the design of the new estate;

• Relocates existing residents for the purposes of redeveloping the estate;

• Obtains planning permission for the scheme. 

In the event of a ‘no’ vote, the Landlord may revise their offer and there is 
no limit to the number of ballots that can be held. If a scheme changes over 
time, for instance by adding additional phases which did not previously 
have planning permission, a further ballot may be required if the criteria set 
out above is met for those later schemes. 

Transitional arrangements are in place for schemes which secured planning 
permission or GLA funding was secured on or before 18 July 2018. Major 
infrastructure projects, schemes that address the safety of residents and 
the reconfiguration of supported or social housing are exempt from the 
ballot regime. 

Comment

Housing regeneration schemes are notoriously complex endeavours. Each 
estate has it own unique circumstances making it difficult to prescribe a 
‘one size fits all’ approach to achieving viable regeneration to secure a 
better quality of life for residents.

Regeneration schemes are iterative processes, requiring ongoing, genuine, 
bespoke consultation with affected communities. A ballot taken at an 
early stage in a regeneration process will gauge opinion at that time but 
it won’t capture the inevitable swings and roundabouts of opinion about 
a regeneration scheme which can be anywhere between 10 to 30 years. 
Local priorities, residents and economic circumstances change over time 
– housing associations are going to have to work hard and build sufficient 
flexibility into their schemes to ensure that they deliver what residents voted 
for. 

For further information, please contact: 
Hannah Langford 
Partner 
0345 209 1235 
hannah.langford@clarkewillmott.com

Estate regeneration in London
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In June this year, Virgin Media launched an unprecedented legal claim 
against Durham County Council pursuant to the rights afforded to it 
by the new Electronic Communications Code (Schedule 3A of the 
Communications Act 2003, as amended by Schedule 1 of the Digital 
Economy Act 2017) (the Code). The litigation began after Virgin opposed 
the Council’s “hefty” per metre fee for the laying of new fibre optic cables 
along grass verges at the edge of the public highway. Virgin instead sought 
to exercise its rights under the Code to impose an agreement on the 
Council and sought an order from the Tribunal as to the amount it should 
pay to the Council. 

Paragraph 20 of the Code provides that in the absence of landowner 
consent, Code protected operators such as Virgin are able to apply 
to the Tribunal for the imposition of a Code agreement. There is a new 
“compulsory purchase” mechanism for operators and paragraphs 24 and 
25 of the Code sets out the method imposed by the Tribunal to calculate 
what consideration and compensation should be paid where a Code 
agreement is imposed. 

In a turn of events that is likely to disappoint landowners and their advisers 
nationwide, the Council and Virgin Media have now agreed terms for Virgin 
to access the land in dispute and lay fibre-optic cabling, resulting in Virgin 
only paying £1 to do so. The parties have said that their agreement resolves 
any future discussions regarding the laying of fibre-optic cabling in grass 
verges that run alongside public pathways across the county.

Virgin clearly hopes that the outcome will set a precedent for other parts 
of the country, and the settlement came hot on the heels of the Joint 
Statement on the Code issued by MobileUK, the Country Land and 
Business Association, the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors and 
DCMS. The Joint Statement emphasises the Government’s commitment 
to “boosting coverage and connectivity across the UK” and to becoming 
“a leading global economy underpinned by world class full fibre network 
and 5G infrastructure”, whilst also “ensuring that landowners receive a fair 
payment for allowing their land to be used”. 

In the current political climate concerned about the impact of Brexit on 
the UK’s digital and technological development, and in view of the Joint 
Statement released early in the day, it is easy to imagine that Durham 

County Council felt increasing pressure to agree a low payment to 
allow Virgin Media access to its land. The context of this matter is also 
noteworthy: at present Virgin is deep into its £3bn Project Lightning 
expansion, extending its ultrafast broadband and TV network to an 
additional 4 million homes and businesses. Virgin Media announced that 
an extra 16,000 homes and businesses in Durham County would be next 
in line, and the Council was being publicly portrayed as holding Virgin’s 
promised rollout to ransom. Further, the disputed land was merely verges 
along the public highway – land with little (if any) development potential or 
agricultural value, and under which BT cabling and other utility providers’ 
pipes are already installed. 

There are a lot of differences between this matter and, for example, 
operators seeking to impose agreements for the installation of 
telecommunications masts and dishes upon urban rooftop and rural 
greenfield, and it is difficult to see how a £1 payment could ever be justified 
as the “fair payment” envisioned when the Joint Statement was released. 
But what is clear is that the Government is placing increasing importance 
on the country’s digital infrastructure, and we are likely to see more litigation 
and claims of this nature in the near future. 

Clarke Willmott LLP has a specialist telecoms team that acts solely for 
landowners. Kary Withers is a partner in our property litigation team and 
leads our telecoms team. Aimee Davies is an associate solicitor who 
specialises in telecoms.

For further information please contact:
Kary Withers
Social housing sector leader
0345 209 1469 
kary.withers@clarkewillmott.com

Aimee Davies
Associate
0345 209 1091 
aimee.davies@clarkewillmott.com

On the ‘verge’ of telecoms 
warfare – Wayleaves
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The Insolvency of Registered Providers of Social Housing 
Regulations 2018 (the “Regulations”) and the Housing 
Administration (England and Wales) Rules 2018 (the “Rules”). came 
into force on 5 July 2018. This article summarises the reasons 
behind the new Regulations, how they will work and the aims of a 
social housing insolvency.

Why have the new provisions been enacted?

Previously, the regulator has successfully used its powers under the 
Housing Regeneration Act 2008 and the 28 day moratorium, to find a 
solution for a failing registered provider and agree a transfer of the business/
engagements to other registered providers. 

However, it was felt that the old provisions were inflexible, the 28 day 
moratorium too short and there were inconsistences in how matters were 
dealt with by the regulator and the general body of insolvency law. For 
example, registered providers provide housing to those in need and are 
therefore providing a statutory service. However, the starting position under 
UK insolvency law is that when insolvency intervenes, it is the interest of 
the creditors which must come first, with the interest of other stakeholders 
being secondary.  

In addition, it was felt that the old scheme was not fit for purpose, and the 
individual dealing with the insolvency needed sufficient powers to enable 
them to achieve the aims of the administration and ensure that the “stock” 
of the distressed registered provider is protected and kept out (as best as 
possible) of the private sector. Such powers are readily available in “normal” 
insolvencies (i.e. to administrators, liquidators).  

Finally, it is quite common for registered providers to be established as 
Co-operative and Community Benefits Societies and Credit Unions. Under 
the old regime, these were not considered “relevant societies” and could 
not be placed into administration. This created a problem as funders require 
the complete security package (i.e. having the ability to appoint an LPA 
Receiver and/or administrator). The new Regulations and Rules now extend 
to Co-operative and Community Benefits Societies and Credit Unions, 
making these entities more attractive to funders.

How the new Regulations and Rules work 

For a registered provider to go into administration, the following must apply:

• The application must be made by the Secretary of State or the social 
housing regulator;

• The application must be made to court;

• The applicant is required to serve notice on:

o the registered provider who is subject to the proposed insolvency 
proceedings;

o the proposed person who will act as housing administrator (i.e. the 
insolvency practitioner);

o the Secretary of State or the regulator (depending on who is making the 
application); and

o any other appointed insolvency practitioner, or any creditor who has 

New Insolvency regulations for 
the social housing sector

issued a winding up petition, or any other creditor who is taking steps in 
relation to any enforcement process. 

These provisions are, broadly speaking, similar to ordinary company 
administrations under Schedule B1 to the Insolvency Act 1986, except the 
out of court insolvency route is not possible under the new Regulations.

On hearing the administration application, the court can make an order 
putting the registered provider into housing administration if it is satisfied 
that the registered provider is either unable to pay its debts or it is satisfied 
that the registered provider should be wound up and it is in the public 
interest to do so. 

Objectives of the administration 

In practical terms, the administrator will look to achieve one of two 
objectives. Although the objectives should be taken in descending order, 
there is no reason why both objectives should not be worked towards. 

The first objective, which mirrors paragraph 3 of Schedule B1 to the 
Insolvency Act 1986, is for the administrator to either: 

(i) rescue the registered provider as a going concern, or 

(ii) achieve a better result for the registered provider’s creditors as a whole 
than would be likely if the registered provider was placed into an insolvent 
liquidation first, or 

(iii) realise property in order to make a distribution to one or more of the 
registered provider’s secured or preferential creditors. 

The second objective, which is a departure from the underlying insolvency 
legislation, is for the housing administrator to preserve the registered 
provider’s business and stock (i.e. the property). However, the first objective 
(as set out above) takes precedent over the second objective. 

Advantages of the new Regulations and Rules

The major advantage of the new Regulations and Rules is that the full 
effects of the administration procedure (as a matter of pure insolvency law) 
apply, i.e. the administrator will have some breathing space to formulate 
proposals to rescue the registered provider as a going concern, and/or find 
a solution to its current financial predicament.  

Unlike the old provisions, where the regulator had a 28 day moratorium, 
the administrator now has the full moratorium for the period of the housing 
administration - initially 12 months, but this can be extended. This gives the 
administrator more time to find a workable solution. 

Conclusion  

The new Regulations and Rules are a welcome change to a previously 
complicated and inflexible regime. Although we should not expect a flurry 
of housing administrations, it is good to know that sensible and tailored 
provisions are in place, in the unlikely event that there is a failure.

For further information please contact:
Benn Richards 
Partner
0345 209 1215
benn.richards@clarkewillmott.com 
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The s21 procedure has seen many change over recent years, the 
most recent being on 1 October 2018 when the provisions of the 
Deregulation Act 2015 came into force;  making  “let’s go for the 
straightforward procedure”… famous last words. 

So what has changed?

Since 1 October 2015, landlords who entered into new tenancies or 
renewal tenancies and failed to comply with multiple requirements, were left 
with an invalid s21 notice and their cases being dismissed. 

The requirements included: using the prescribed form 6a (or a form to the 
same effect), the tenant not being served less than 4 months from the start 
of the tenancy, not serving the s21 notice more than 6 months pre-dating 
commencement of proceedings, protecting a deposit in a scheme (and 
doing so within 30 days if a new tenancy), serving a gas safety certificate 
dated in the last 12 months, serving the most recent government ‘How 
to rent’ booklet,  serving an Energy Performance Certificate (EPC), no 
retaliatory eviction, providing prescribed information to the tenant and giving 
at least 2 months notice… phew.  

From 1st October 2018 these requirements now apply to all Assured 
Shorthold Tenancies (ASTs) including those that commenced before 1 
October 2015 (excluding the requirements for an EPC, the ‘How to rent’ 
guide and gas safety certificate), so all landlords with ASTs are affected. 

Generally it has been the position and has provided some peace of mind 
that if a landlord gets something wrong under the now more onerous 
procedure, the landlord can remedy it, or start afresh, and all is well. 
However, the case of Caridon Properties Ltd v Monty Schooltz, Central 
London County Court, 2 February 2018 heard by His Honour Justice Jan 

Luba QC, makes this an impossibility; because one cannot remedy not 
serving a Gas Safety Certificate before the tenancy commenced. 

In summary The Gas Safety (Installation and Use) Regulations 1998, Reg. 
36 (6) (b), was applied strictly so that the requirement to display or provide 
the gas safety certificate to a new tenant before occupation is a once and 
for all obligation and cannot be remedied by being provided at a later date. 
The relevant section states as follows:      

‘A copy of the last record made in respect of each appliance or flue is given 
to any new tenant of premises to which the record relates before that tenant 
occupies those premises save that, in respect of a tenant whose right to 
occupy those premises is for a period not exceeding 28 days, a copy of the 
record may instead be prominently displayed within those premises.’’

This leaves landlords in the unfortunate positon that if the court is 
persuaded to follow this case (as is highly likely) then not serving the gas 
safety certificate before occupation is a complete bar to later possession by 
way of a s21 Notice. 

Advice? 

In relation to the gas safety certificate it is likely, or at least hoped, that if the 
decision is not overturned, the Regulations will be amended. In relation to 
the other requirements - Keep Calm, Comply or risk the consequences… 
and that other ‘C’ word… Costs. 

For further information please contact:
Erike Barnett
Solicitor
0345 209 1722
erike.barnett@clarkewillmott.com

Section 21 procedure for 
Assured Shorthold Tenancies:  
Where are we? 



contributing factor leading towards lower quality build and, in some extreme 
circumstances, a risk to life. This has to change. 

So where do we start? 

Employers must really consider whether design and build and, more 
crucially design and dump, is the most appropriate model for the project 
in question. Employer’s may need to concede that, whilst this structure 
may achieve the greatest efficiencies on budget and programme, the 
loss of control over the design process and the end product needs to be 
re-balanced. Whether existing procurement legislation supports this re-
balancing is another question.  

The “golden thread” within construction contracts should be the 
construction of a safe, secure, good quality end product. Price is a vital 
component to successful construction projects, but there needs to be 
greater focus on paying the right price, for the right quality rather than fitting 
a specification to a budget. 

The Hackitt Review scratches the surface of what is required to change 
this focus. The public sector and registered providers will lead the way in 
pursuing these reforms and that journey has already begun.

For further information please contact:
Simone Protheroe
Solicitor
0345 209 1095 
simone.protheroe@clarkewillmott.com
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This is the second article in a two part series. Previously we looked 
at the contractual provisions for the use and specification of 
materials in construction projects. In this article we now  consider 
the allocation of risk and responsibility for material selection, 
particularly in the light of the rate of technological advancement in 
the construction industry. 

Design and build has long been the most popular model of construction 
procurement. Employers commonly amend standard forms or use bespoke 
contracts to ensure that responsibility for all design work is placed on the 
contractor, even if that design work was carried out before that contractor 
was appointed. Effectively, the risk is dumped on the contractor. This is 
beneficial to the employer as there is one point of responsibility with all 
works concentrated under one contract, with as close to a fixed price as 
possible. However, the contractor will price for the risk it takes on.  

This model incentivises value engineering by the contractor in order to 
improve margins. If the driving principle in construction procurement is 
price, then it should be no surprise if lower quality materials than those 
originally specified are ultimately used, resulting in a decreasing correlation 
between the initial design and the final product. 

The unfortunate consequence of this is a situation where a contractor 
or designer specifies a material which appears to be fully compliant with 
approved specifications as well as all relevant legislation, yet subsequently 
fails to perform as expected. Is a change in procurement practice, 
particularly in the public sector needed? ‘Design and dump’ is surely a 

Material specification 
Continuing the debate

If you would like to receive future editions of our social housing newsletter or if you have any comments or suggestions for the newsletter please 
contact our editor, Emma Kitchen: emma.kitchen@clarkewillmott.com

https://www.clarkewillmott.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/Social-Housing-Summer-2018-07082018.pdf
https://www.clarkewillmott.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/Social-Housing-Summer-2018-07082018.pdf

